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 Rewrite these sentences, beginning with There...
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Example: The Solar System contains nine planets.

1. We have sixty hotels in our town.
2. They have two thousand books in the library.
3. I can see a robber outside the bank!
4. Manchester has two important football teams.
5. My wallet is empty.
6. The local zoo has lions, tigers and gorillas.
7. China has a famous wall.
8. Holland has no mountains.
9. Every room in the hotel has a shower.

Example: There are nine planets in the Solar
System.
1. There..................................................................................
2. There.................................................................................
3. There.................................................................................
4. There.................................................................................
5. There...............any money............................................
6. There.................................................................................
7. There...............................................................................
8. There..............any mountains......................................
9. There.................................................................................

THERE IS/THERE ARE WORKSHEET
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Look at the image. Write sentences use "There is/There are".

pool / in / hotel   

showers /in / rooms

Is there a pool in the hotel? No, there isn't.

Are there showers in the rooms? Yes, there are.

a restaurant / hotel ................................................................? ............................

clubs/city

................................................................?

............................

................................................................?a beach / near / hotel

............................

............................

............................

............................

an airport / near / city

a tourist office / in / city

buses/to /beach

................................................................?

................................................................?

................................................................?

showers in all rooms.12th floor restaurantnear a market
bus station to the

beach

Milton Hotel

Market
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Example: The Solar System contains nine planets.

1. We have sixty hotels in our town.
2. They have two thousand books in the library.
3. I can see a robber outside the bank!
4. Manchester has two important football teams.
5. My wallet is empty.
6. The local zoo has lions, tigers and gorillas.
7. China has a famous wall.
8. Holland has no mountains.
9. Every room in the hotel has a shower.

Example: There are nine planets in the Solar
System.
1. There are sixty hotels in our town.
2. There are two thousand books in the library.
3. There is a robber outside the bank!
4. There are two important football teams in Manchester.

5. There aren't any money in my wallet.
6. There are lions, tigers and gorillas in the local zoo.

7. There is a famous wall in China.
8. There aren't any mountains in Holland.
9. There is a shower in every room in the hotel.

THERE IS/THERE ARE WORKSHEET
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Look at the image. Write sentences use "There is/There are".

pool / in / hotel   

showers /in / rooms

Is there a pool in the hotel? No, there isn't.

Are there showers in the rooms? Yes, there are.

a restaurant / hotel Is there a restaurant in the hotel?

clubs/city

Is there an airport near the city?

No, there isn't.

Is there a beach near the hotel?a beach / near / hotel Yes, there are.

an airport / near / city

a tourist office / in / city

buses/to /beach

Is there a club in the city?

Is there a tourist office in the city?

Are there buses to the beach?

showers in all rooms.12th floor restaurantnear a market
bus station to the

beach

Milton Hotel

Market

Answer Key

Yes, there are.

Yes, there are.

Tourist Office

Yes, there are.

Yes, there are.


